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Linear Instability of an Anticyclonic Vortex in a Two-Layer Ocean
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The linear stability of a (zero potential vorticity) circular lens (i.e., warm-core ring) is investigated
for the casewhere the ocean surroundingthe lens is of finite depth. The hydrostatic balance acrossthe
lens' interface couples the pressure variations inside the lens with those in the surrounding ocean
which produces the instability. It is found that in contrast to lenses in an infinitely deep ocean which
are always stable, lenses in a finite-depth ocean are unstable. For a fixed lens thickness the growth
rates (instability exponents) increase with decreasingtotal depth. For each azimuthal wave number
there exists a total (ocean) depth cutoff value above which the lens is stable and below which the lens
is unstable; this cutoff value increases with wave number. In most cases, instability would occur
whenever the ocean-lensdepth ratio is less than 3 or 4, suggestingthat actual rings in the ocean may
become unstable as they approach the shore where the ocean depth is relatively small.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The addition of an active second layer to an otherwise
stable ocean has been recently shown to induce vigorous
instabilities along geostrophicfronts [Griffiths et al., 1982;
Killworth et al., 1984; Paidor and Ghil, 1990, also Shortwave
instabilities of coastal currents: Application to the Algerian
Current, submitted to Journal of Physical Oceanography,
1990]. These instabilities owe their existence to the outcropping of isopycnal surfaces; the shortwave growth rates
associatedwith them are of the order of 1 day. Since the real
ocean has a finite depth, it is of interest to investigate the
stability of a circular lens when the dynamics of the surrounding ocean is taken into account.

1.1.

Background

integrated constraints for stratified eddies whose potential
vorticity is not uniform.
1.2.

Present Approach

To simplify the algebraic expressions,we assumethat the
potential vorticity of the flow within the lens is zero. This
assumptionis based on earlier studies which show that the
stability of a given flow was not drastically altered when the
potential vorticity was changed [Paldot and Killworth,
1987]. This is especially true in cases such as a lens where
the absolute vorticity has to vanish along the edge as its
height vanishes there. With the potential vorticity being
equal to zero everywhere within the lens, the shear of the
azimuthal velocity must (on an f plane) be constant so that
the velocity itself increases linearly with the radius of the
lens and the interface depth is parabolic. We shall show that
vigorousinstabilities occur in this case and that for any given
value of the depth ratio there might exist a few instability
exponents differing from each other mainly by the value of

The stability of a circular lens containing whirling light
water overriding an infinitely deep (hencepassive)oceanhas
been studied by Killworth [1983], who showedthat when the
the azimuthal wave number.
shape of the interface separatingthe lens from the ocean is
Lenses with uniform potential vorticity were first studied
parabolic, the flow within the lens is stable so that no
theoretically
by Csanady [1979], who neglected the centrifgrowing perturbations exist. The inverted case where a lens
ugal
terms
in
the equations of motion and derived a simple
of heavy water is underlying an infinitely thick ocean above
it has, of course, the same stability properties. Other eddy estimate of the shape and frictional lifetime. Flierl [1979]
stability studies were done by Griffiths and Linden [1981], added the centrifugal terms to the equations of motion and
Cushman-Roisin [1986], Ripa [1987], and Flierl [1988], but showed that these can never be neglected in the lens'
these studies do not deal directly with the problem at hand dynamics. Both studies showed that in general, there are no
where a lens is embedded in a finite-depth ocean which is analytical solutions for lenses embedded in a resting ocean
initially at rest (Figure 1). The studiesthat are most closely unlessthey have zero potential vorticity. It is for this reason
that we chose to focus our attention on basic states where
related to our problem are those of Helfrich and Send [1988]
and Ripa [1989]. Helfrich and Send [1988] studied the the potential vorticity vanishes.
stability of a quasi-geøstrøphictwo-layer ocean with a cir2.
FORMULATION
cular vortex of constant potential vorticity in each layer.
Their study clearly demonstrates the effect of the second
Consider again the lens displayed in Figure 1; the ocean is
layer in the generation of instabilities. The growth rates in
of finite depth and rotates about the vertical with a frequency
this case increase with a decreasingdepth ratio (ratio of the
fi2. The mean flow outside the lens is assumed to be zero so
upper layers to the lower layer depth). Ripa [1989] derived
the pressurethere is constant; as mentioned, the mean flow
within the lens is assumedto have zero potential voriticity.
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2.1.

Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions

The nondimensionalizationis carried out by scaling time
on 1/f (where f is the Coriolis parameter), lengths on L (the
18,075
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Second, the lens depth must vanish along a curve whose
position and shape must be determined as a part of the
problem. Third, both the velocity and the pressure must be
well behaved at the center (r = 0) and circumference (h = 0).

f/2

2.2.

H

(p +

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the lens under study. From a
mathematicalpoint of view the light lens is analogousto a heavy lens
on the bottom of a finite-depth ocean.

The Basic

State

As briefly mentioned, we shall take a mean state where (1)
the flow outside the lens vanishes (so the pressure can be
assumed zero everywhere there) and (2) the steady flow
within the lens is purely azimuthal. From (4) we conclude
that the mean azimuthal velocity v0 satisfies
Ovo
•+•+
Or

unperturbed radius of the lens), velocities on Lf, pressures

azimuthal (0) momentum equations for the velocity components in these directions (u and v, respectively) and the
continuity equation within the lens take the nondimensional
form
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Note that this velocity profile corresponds to the relative
vorticity that counterbalancesthe planetary vorticity.
For this mean flow the hydrostatic balance, (8), implies
that p - h so that the radial momentum equation in the lens,
(5) (with u = 0), implies that the mean depth of the lens'
interface, h0, satisfiesthe equation

(1)

10p
u +-m=0

(2)

h0= (1 - r2)/8

(3)

according to our scaling, assures that the maximum lens
depth is smaller than the total ocean depth.

r O0

Oho/Or= vo(1 + vo/r)

(11)

which, for the velocity given by (10), gives

(12)

In whatfollows
weshallassume
thatH > •, which,

1 0

Ot r Or

(9)
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which has the solution (which is regular at r = 0)

on L2f2/p, and heights(depths)on L2f2/t7'(wheret7' =
t7(P2 - /91)//92is the reduced gravity). The radial (r) and

vo

r •-•

(vh) = 0

where p is the pressure within the lens and h is its thickness

3.

PERTURBATION

ANALYSIS

(which vanishes, of course, for r > 1).

The assumption of zero potential vorticity in the lens
yields
Ov

v

Ou

1 + -- + ....
Or

r

O0

0

(4)

which is not an independent equation, but rather can be used
to replace one of the momentum equations (1) or (2).
In the surrounding ocean the r and 0 momentum equations
and the continuity equation are
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where • is the pressure outside the lens and H is the total
(nondimensional) depth of the ocean.
The hydrostatic balance across the lens' interface implies
p= ß + h

Perturbed Equations

We now proceed in the usual way by linearizing the
governingequationsabout the mean state and assumingthat
the perturbations(i.e., small-amplitudedeviationsfrom this
mean state) have an azimuthal wave structure:

exp [in(O - ct)]
where n is the azimuthal wave number (taken to be an

integer on account of the 0--> 0 + 2rr symmetry) and c is the
phase speed so that w(= nc) is the frequency of the wave.
Instabilities are associated with a complex value of c -

Cr+ici (where
i = X/Z-i),atwhich
casethewave's
temporal

10•

+ u +-•=0

3.1.

behavior is dominated by an exponential growth at a rate exp
(ncit). Note that the exponentially decaying solution exp
(-ncit) exists, of course, too but is of lesser interest.
After some straightforward (but tedious) eliminations the
linearized lens equations (1)-(3) become

-rho
Or

- (n2ho/r)p
+ rn2(c
+ 5) = 0

(13)

A similar procedureis now applied to the surroundingocean,
and this yields

(8)

The above equations are subject to the following boundary
conditions. First, within the surroundingwater the velocity
and pressure fluctuations must vanish away from the lens.

0 r(H ho) - n2(H

Or

ho)/r
- --•-r
/
+ r(1 - n2c2)h= 0

(14)
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We proceed by using (8) to eliminate h from (13) and (14).
This gives the following coupled equations for the pressure
perturbations inside and outside the lens:

-Or rho

_ [n2ho/r_
rn2(c
+ l•)2]p
_ [rn2(c
+ •)2]•= 0
(•5)

0

w r(H-ho)

O•

1 Oho

- n2(H-ho)/r ....

Or

c

Or

ß (0) - 1, and the second integration with p(0) - 1 and
ß (0) = 0. The four values of p and ß and their derivatives at

r = 5 resulting
fromthesetworunsaretemporarily
stored.
(16) Two more integrations are then carried out from the other

These equations are subject to the boundary conditions
are discussed

toward
themiddle
ofthering(r = •),where
thenumerical

values of •, p, and their derivatives are matched. These
matching conditions then give the appropriate values of ß
and p (at r - 0, 1) and the value of c.
Specifically, the numerical search for the eigensolution
(eigenfunctionsp and • and eigenvaluec) beginsby carrying
out two trial integrationsfrom the point r - 0 to the midpoint

r = 7' Thefirstintegration
is executed
withp(0) = 0 and
•-r(1-n2c 2) •

+ r(1 - n2c2)p
=0
which

18,077

below.

singular
point,r = 1, to themidpoint
r = •, andthe

correspondingvalues are also stored. For all of p, Op/Or,•,

andO•/Orto becontinuous
across
r = 5thedeterminant
of
the 4 x 4 (complex) matrix (composed of the values of p,
3.2.

Derivation of the Boundary Conditions

Op/Or,
•, andO•lOrat r = • fromthefourtrialruns)hasto

Outside the lens (r -> 1) the pressure equation (14) reduces
to

vanish. Hence by varying the eigenvalue c, for a given I and
for a fixed value of H we can find those values of c for which

the determinant does indeed vanish. There are, of course,
rw

r

-n

infinitely many real eigenvalues,c = Cr, representingstable

0

Or

and its regular (i.e., decaying at infinity) solution is ß Ar -n, where A is a constant to be determined. Along the
edge (r = 1), both ß and its derivative must be matched to
the solution directly underneath the lens (r < 1) so that the
constant A can be easily determined. Taking this into account, we arrive at the following boundary condition:
0•

•

Or

(1) + n•(1) = 0

(17)

which assuresthe continuity of both ß and O•/Or.
As for the pressure inside the lens p, we note that its
differential equation (15) is singular at r = 1 (where h0
vanishes) so that singular solutions exist there. Expanding
(15) about the singular point r - 1 and requiring that the
solution be regular there, we get the boundary condition for
p,

0--•
(1)=4n2(c
+{)2[p(1)
- •(1)]

(19)

r-->0

The coupled set (15) and (16) (with v0 and h0 given by (10)
and (12)) along with the four boundary conditions(17)-(19) is
solved numerically in the next section, where the eigenval-

4.

SOLUTION

of H for various

AND INSTABILITY

eigenfunctionshave the classical boundary layer structure
with vanishing amplitudesat r - 0 (both P and •) and r --->o•
(that of •) so that the maximal amplitudes are encountered
along the lens' edge, --->= 1.
5.

SUMMARY

AND DISCUSSION

We have shown in this study that an active surrounding
ocean has a destabilizing effect on a circular lens of zero
potential vorticity. This is to be contrasted with the single
active layer case which is known to be stable [e.g., Killworth, 1983; Flied, 1984]. The general tendency of the
instability exponents is to increase with decreasing total
ocean depth (for a fixed lens thickness) and to increase for
lower azimuthal

p-• r n

ues c are found as a fucntion

found for the n = 1 mode or for even modes with n > 2. The

wave numbers.

These tendencies

were also

(18)found in the quasi-geostrophic,two-layer vortex of Helfrich

The point r = 0 is singular for both (15) and (16), and the
regularity requirement there yields the solution at the center,

•--> r n

waves, but these are of no interest here.
The results of this numerical search are shown in Figure 2
for several values of n as a function of the depth ratio R,
which is defined as the ratio of the total depth to the
maximum lens depth (i.e., R - 8H). No instabilities were

values of n.

EXPONENTS

The numerical solution of (14)-(16) subject to (17)-(19) is
not at all trivial, and for its details the reader is referred to
Paidor and Killworth [ 1987] and Paldor and Ghil [ 1990], who
deal with very similar cases. The essenceof the technique is
to integrate the equationsaway from the endpoints(r = 0, 1)

and Send [1988]. It is also consistent with the numerical

experiments of Chassignet and Nof [1989] where the
/•-induced propagationof a lens in a finite-depth ocean was
examined. In these experiments it has been noted that as the
bottom was gradually brought up from infinity, the lenses
became less and less stable until they ultimately broke up
(when the lens depth was of the same order as the surrounding ocean). Similar results were obtained by Tang [1989] in
hisf plane and/• plane runs.
Note that neither instabilities of even modes larger than 2
nor instabilities correspondingto n = 1 were found despite
extensive searches.It is also worth pointing out that the real
part of the phase speed, cr, is negative in all instabilitiesso
that a "critical layer" (where vo - cr vanishesinside the
lens) is formed. We note, however, that at this layer the
equations remain regular because the coefficients of the
highest-orderderivatives do not vanish there.
The energetics of the perturbations can be investigated
using the usual technique [e.g., Killworth et al., 1984].
Namely, the linearized radial and tangential momentum
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Fig. 2. The perturbation growth rates (for various wave numbers (n)) as a function of the depth ratio (-- 8H). The
dashed line correspondsto a lens that "kisses" the bottom, and a large ratio correspondsto a very deep surrrounding
ocean. The triangles, circles, diamonds,and squaresdenotethe numerically computedvalues. Note that the growth rate
increases with decreasing total depth.

equations (in each of the layers) are multiplied by the mean

height of the layer (ha for the lens, (H - ha) for the lower
layer) and the correspondingperturbation velocity, and the
lens continuity equation is multiplied by the perturbed
height. Averaging the equations with respect to 0 and
rearranging, we get the following energy equation:

Ot Ova(
Or Ov•
00/ t •-•
OE
Oh
I

--+ha•

u•

+va

ß

0

+ -- (hau](• + h) + (HOr

ha)u2•} = 0

(20)

where

+-•-+ (H- ha)
/ (• •)h2
(•+•)/

E= ha +

(21)

and

(22)

which showsthat the sourceof energy for the perturbations'
growth is mixed barotropic (varies as ha Ova/Or)and baroclinic (va) instability. The barotropicterm is affectedby
the Reynolds stress (u• Ova/00),while the baroclinic term
dependson the correlation of the pressuresin the two layers,
<cooh/oO)= <Co
The implications of this theory to the lifetime of oceanic
lenses is that as long as the lens is embedded in a very deep
ocean it will maintain its shape and azimuthal velocity for
very long times. (By "very deep" we mean that the ocean is
at least 42 times larger than the lens depth.) Only in cases
when the surroundingocean is relatively shallow (i.e., twice
or 3 times the lens' thickness) will the instabilities found in
this study be active. This may explain why the warm-core
rings north of the Gulf Stream (which are embedded in an
ocean 5 times deeper than their own maximum depth)
maintain their shape for many months. Furthermore, it is
consistent with the observations of Brenner et al. [1990],

Here the subscripts1 and 2 denote the lens and the surrounding layer, respectively.
Equation (20) is not integrated from r = 0 to r--> •; the last
term vanishes because ( ) = 0 at r - 0 and all eigenfunctions tend to zero as r --> • (see section 3.2). The result is

0

Ot

{E)dr+

ha u•
Or

O0/

dr

who identified an anticyclonic eddy which persisted for at
least 2 years. The eddy was embedded in a layer about 5
times deeper than its maximum depth, suggestingthat it was
stable to small perturbations.
Two additional comments should be made with regard to
our analysis. First, note that the large wave number instabilities shown in Figure 2 are probably difficult to excite;
also, there might be nonlinearlimitations on the final value of
their amplitude. Second, our typical perturbation e-folding
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time is a few days which corresponds to a relatively fast
growth rate.
Finally, it would be desirable to extend this study to finite
(nonzero) potential vorticities. However, since there is no
analytical solutionfor such a basic state, perturbationequations (analogous to (15)-(16)) with explicit expressions for
the coefficients(see, for example, (10) and (12)) cannot be
derived, which makes the numerical searchfor the eigensolutions very difficult.
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